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From The Editors

It was 1960 and far as I was concerned it 
was time to move on. We had conquered 
the solar system starting from the 
craggy, fissured landscape of Mercury. 
We had mined the glittering asteroids, 
vestiges of a once great planet ruined 
by some mysterious force. We spent a 
lonely time on an absolute frigid cold 
mountain retreat on Pluto. There were 
rumors of an invisible tenth planet and 
a hint of alternate earth. Time to travel 
through the black silent velvet reaches 
of interstellar space to the stars. Ad 
Astra per Aspera.

More importantly, I spotted an advertisement in the pages of a science fiction 
magazine. On the page following the contents mystical 
words whispered to me. I too could find the secrets of 
the metaphysical laws governing the universe through 
The Rosicrucian Order. I was tempted, but the images 
inculcated in me by Dante Alighieri and the parish 
priests and sisters held me in check. 

But Wait There is Still More. Flip the page!  I was greeted 
by a banner that proclaimed “Any 3 of these great 
science-fiction classics (values up to $11.95) Yours for 
Only $1.00. With Membership. And what a selection was 
available. “The End of Eternity” by Isaac Asimov, “The 
Astounding Science Fiction Anthology,” The Treasury of 
Science Fiction Classics,” “The Demolished Man” by Alfred Bester, Groff Conklin’s 
“Omnibus of Science Fiction,” and the miraculous, more exciting than any “esoteric 
truths of the ancient past,” “The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects.” 

All I had to do was clip the coupon and, with 3¢ postage, mail the request.  What 
a miracle! If I was “not delighted, I” could, “return the books in seven days, pay 
nothing: membership would be canceled. I did not spot the advert copy about 
“plus a few cents postage” until I opened the bill. Cue Ron Popeil and a whole 
choir of TVmercials foreshadowing a future of money making in the “but wait” of 

infomercials˜. 

I trembled. I lingered on the descriptions. I 
studied the covers with a magnifying glass. 
How in the world could I limit the choice to 
three?

I picked the three most bloated volumes, the 
anthologies. I just took a break for a cuppa 
coffee and noticed that all six of those volumes 
sit pretty on my bookshelves. Some in the 
original Book Club edition. The Omnibus 
and the Astounding Anthologies are well 
worth reading to this day. The Treasury of 
Science Fiction Classics is a peculiar selection 
of stories all written before1932 that have 
never been reprinted after the SFBC edition. 

Still, the stories pushed my immature mind to the burning limits of imagination.

I don’t remember how I conned my parents into paying for the books and the few 
cents postage, but every month for a time I got an SF book for a buck. In every 
sense, Garden City New Jersey, home of the SFBC, was the nexus of  my voyages 
deep into the universe. 

I was captured by aliens in a flying saucer. Learned about Freud and possibly 
Raskolnikov from Ben Reich, a 1st Class Esper. Swung through time to the end 
of eternity with Andrew Harlan. Every Friday I would make a trip with my mother 
to the laundromat in Verona Pa. As she began separating colors and whites, 
I rushed up around the corner to the Liberto Newsstand. Gawked at the three 
racks of paperbacks. Weighed the look of every Yves Tanguy surreal future bean 
sprout looking cover. Chose. “City and the Stars”  Arthur C Clarke.  Unique Alvin 
and Future Diaspar. Hurried back down to the humid hot room and begged for a 
quarter. Between my weekly paperback extravagance, those monthly packages 
from Garden City, and a tip of the hat to the excellent school librarians who filled 
the shelves with wonder, I was fulfilled in a way that I have never achieved again.



September Parsec Meeting Minutes    

Our meeting began with 
Commentator Michelle Gonzalez 
calling for nominations.  We 
spontaneously decided to run 
everyone all over again – Joe for 
President, Bonnie Funk for Vice-
President, Michelle for 
Commentator, myself for 
Secretary, and ... uh, whoever 
for Treasurer.  (Greg, right?  Not 
Greg?  Note to Sigma editors: 
we used to list our officers 
regularly.)  So if anyone wants 
anyone new, step up now, or put 
your faith in a write-in campaign.

Kevin Hayes spoke up on behalf 
of the Con Comm, calling for new 
members and pointing out that 
Con Comm meetings can now 
include Skype and Google as 
means of teleconferencing.  He 

also noted that Write or Die (WorD) will get together on October 7th and 8th and 
feature J. D. Barker, author of “The Fourth Monkey.”

This time in poetry, Eric Davin read two poems of his own after Mary Soon Lee 
read hers.  The raffle prizes were the book “The Rivals of H. G. Wells,” which went to 
a friend of Joe’s, and a sarong woven with a dragon image, which went to Bill Watt.

The presentation concerned Joe’s disdain with Mystery Science Theater 3000 
abusing This Island Earth as the victim of their feature movie, along with an in-
depth history of Island.  Joe considers the 1950s to be the time when science 
fiction cinema truly exploded, and prepared us for Island by first noting the Susan 
Sontag essay “The Imagination of Disaster,” though we then took a fun detour with 
the video for Weird Al Yankovic’s Devo homage “Dare to Be Stupid,” which Joe said 
contained imagery clearly lifted from Island.  He noted how the story had begun 
serially in magazines before getting compiled into a book by Raymond F. Jones.  
Evidently, there was a direct and deliberate meaning to the title, referring to Earth 
as a kind of Pacific island getting recruited to help out World War Two.  Likewise, 

Earth scientists get swept up in a true space opera.  This is very distinct from the 
movie, which Joe summed up, and I think accurately, as “a travelogue of a dying 
planet.”  In its time Island got mixed reviews but got praise for how it looked.  Since 
this meeting, I was astonished to learn that my mother and father seemed to be 
unaware of Island, so they’ve made a point of getting it through Netflix.

Our headcount reached 17.

- Secretary Bill Hall

The Squirrel Hill Writers’ Group 
meets every Monday evening at 6:00 in The Children’s Institute at the intersection 
of Shady Avenue and Wilkins Avenue. There are usually about a half-dozen spirited 
and opinionated people around the table. Many of the group members have been 
published, many self-published. Each night, we critique one submission emailed 
to the group one week before the meeting. The discussion is very interactive, we 
don’t impose a rigorous meeting structure. The author is free to comment or ask 
questions about the critique as it’s occurring. All forms of prose are acceptable. The 
Children’s Institute is a controlled-access facility. If you are interested in attending, 
contact me at johnathompson63101@gmail.com and I’ll give you details on how 
to get to the meeting.

- John Thompson

Parsec Officers

Joe Coluccio (President)
Bonnie Funk (Vice President)

William Hall (Secretary)
Greg Armstrong (Treasurer)

Michelle Gonzalez (Commentator)
Joe Coluccio & Larry Ivkovich (SIGMA Editors)

mailto:johnathompson63101@gmail.com


President’s Column

Farewell my preciousss!

 My Aunt Toni was a pleasant woman. She worked out of her kitchen and worried 
up the stairs. One of her passions was crossword puzzles. Piles of Dell and other 
magazines stacked on end tables. Acrostic words scribbled with soft pencil 
lead and smeared with a jumbo eraser on all the interior pages. As a result, her 
vocabulary was not so much large as peculiar. Who knows what a lea is except for 
those who answer number 4 down with some frequency. All in all her world was 
bounded by her house, enveloped the neighborhood and extended to the East 
Liberty of her childhood. She was grounded in the reality of her environ. A good 
place to be.

    She was also a reader. It fell to her to take my cousins and me to the library after 
shopping each Saturday We visited a small grocery store in an otherwise urban 
neighborhood my aunt used for years. Then we toddled off to the Homewood 
Branch of the Carnegie Library. I swashed. I buckled. Arms akimbo, I walked the 
open stacks and discovered all the heroes of my life.

    One afternoon after my aunt with a slight malapropriate gesture  “refurbished” 
my cup of coffee, she asked me a question that had been bothering her for some 
time. “You read those fantasy books, don’t you?”
    I sighed and replied, “Yes.” Didn’t want to get into the distinction between science 
fiction and fantasy. No matter,  I was guilty as charged and had read a fantasy book 
or two.
    “Did you read the one with those little people in it?”
    “A few,” I said

    “The ones with the hair on their feet?“
    “Frodo Baggins,” I said, although I probably said Bagginses using my creepy but 
accurate Golem voice.
    “Yes,” she said, “that’s the one. Well, I don’t get it? I can’t understand anything 
about those little creatures.They just don’t make any sense.”
    “Sense?” And I in turn, didn’t understand what the nature of the problem was 
that set her to grappling. I went on a tear describing Elves and Hobbitses and 
Dwarfs and Strider and Orcs and Wargs. Stood up as I transformed from Gandalf 
the Gray to the White. I avoided Sauron, you know, because of the Eye. When talk 
turned to Tom Bombadil and the Ents her head was so violently shaking back and 
forth that I feared a gross of obscure words from the Crossword Dictionary was 
about the spill out of her mouth directly on to the gray Formica kitchen table. 
Middle Earth was no place contained in her boundaries.
    
Fantasy doesn’t make sense. It is the antithesis of sense. You must willfully 
disbelieve all that you see about you. You must accept at the very least an alternate 
reality.  Lord of the Rings is dense and complicated and alive. If you are free to let 
it, it will transport you to the time before our time. My aunt and I spent the rest 
of the afternnon talking about plebeian Mystery novels. Murder was okay but we 
steered clear of hairy feet.

Me? I’m looking for Science Fiction. Unlike my Aunt Toni, I am made uncomfortable 
by the boundaries of my environ. I tire of reading simple tales of simple heroes who 
approach our stereotypes and push at our archetypes. Who travel on comfortable 
adventures and slay nasty and otherwise simple villains.  I am looking for literature 
that starts out incomprehensibe, soars sublime and slowly reveals a possibility 
not yet pondered. Something outré. Something new. Something estranged.    

    Last week, for no other reason than I could, I picked up an anthology that 
contained Cordwainer Smith’s “Alpha Ralpha Boulevard.” True and inexplicable. It 
is Science Fiction as I envision it. I wonder what my Aunt would have made Paul 
and Viriginia. The Instumentality? It is a work dense and impenetrable unless you 
let it take you to the Abba-dingo on Alpha Ralpha. You meet C’mell along the 
way, and there is nothing wrong with that.
    



Fantastic Artist Of The Month

Hipgnosis

Hipgnosis was a British design group that specialized in album covers for rock bands 
and musicians. Active until 1983, the group created album covers for Pink Floyd, Yes, 
Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Peter Gabriel, Styx, and many, many more.
Though not strictly fitting into the Fantastic Art category as a whole, many of Hipgnosis’ 
works definitely crossed over into that territory.  

- Larry



Brief Bios
Eric Leif Davin

Thrya Samter Winslow, (1893-1961) 

Winslow was an American Jewish journalist, mainstream novelist, and short story 
writer who’s output included SF stories.  

Her 1926 novel, Show Business, concerning chorus girls on Broadway, was a 
bestseller.  Perhaps for this reason she was featured in a 1927 edition of “Who’s 
Who in American Jewry.”  Other notable novels included Blueberry Pie (1932) and 
My Own Native Land (1935).  Picture Frames was a 1923 collection of her short 
work.  In 1955 she published the non-fiction book, Be Slim, Stay Slim.  She died in 
New York.

Laura Withrow, (? -?) 
…(Laura Withrow) a new writer in the magazine field. is a 
thoroughly skilled. “all-around” newspaper woman. She is a native 
of New Castle. Pennsylvania. and a Cousin—of a later generation 
—of Edgar Allan Poe. She received her first newspaper training on 
the Pittsburgh Leader and the Dispatch… 
…In the first days of her newspaper work she wrote for J. N. Pew, the 
Pittsburgh millionaire proprietor of the Presbyterian Messenger, 
a series of historical articles on John Brown signed “Brunnhilde,” 
which occasioned much favorable comment.

FROM: The Writer: A Monthly Magazine for Literary Workers, 
Volume 28 edited by William Henry Hills, Robert Luce

January December 1916

In 1916 Bob Davis, the editor of Frank Munsey’s All-Story 

From Fantasy and Science Fiction September 1955

Weekly, announced a policy of publishing what he termed “different” stories, for 
lack of a better label.  These, he said, would be “the queer, outré, unusual, bizarre, 
exotic, misfit manuscripts that...are mighty good, but so ‘different’ that they would 
ordinarily never be accepted.”  

Laura Withrow’s “The Kiss of Death” was the third such 
“different” story published under this policy, appearing 
in the issue of April 8, 1916.  However, the only thing 
really “different” about the story was that it reveled 
in the happy triumph of a woman who got away with 
poisoning her hated husband and who felt no remorse.  

But it shared with the other stories being published 
under the “different” policy what Sam Moskowitz 
termed, in Under the Moons of Mars, his study of the 
Munsey magazines, “direct or implied elements of 
sex.”  Moskowitz speculated that Davis published these 
stories as part of his attempt to, “quite deliberately and 
calculatingly,” build circulation by widening his female readership.  Indeed, the 
August 19th issue of that year would be an almost all-female issue, as all the stories, 
except two serials carried over from the previous issue, were by women.  These 
included eight of the ten stories and all of the seven poems.  In any case, the story 
must have impressed Mary Gnaedinger, editor of Famous Fantastic Mysteries, as 
she chose to reprint it in 1940 and advertise it on the cover.



Reviews from the Bubble Next Door.

Cary Grant is “Out of This World!”

I know that a lot of science fiction fans give the short shrift to Cary Grant’s one 
science fiction film, “Out of this World.”(WPS 1949) It is true that the special 
effects are nothing…well…special. Critics complained that the spaceships were 
somewhere between those buzzing high altitude dreadnoughts of the 1933’s 
“Angels of the Stratosphere” and the weak artistry of the now defunct “Barnyard 
Planet” Sunday color comic strip. The effect of native aliens materializing out of 
and evaporating into the various rock formations strewn over the set was effective 
as it was unnerving. However, after the metamorphosis, the so-called, Mud People, 
simply appeared to be a bunch of actors dipped in mortar dust.

But any film with Cary Grant and Jean Arthur is well worth a trip to the local Bijou. 
The plot is a weak cup of breakfast tea. Grant, as Captain Henry Forsythe, is anything 
but a stalwart hero and he just looks strange in his four zippered bomber jacket 
and shiny black shako topped with colored plumes. His portrayal of a pompous 
planetary commander is softened by the positively angelic glow of Arthur as Lane 
Curtis, an unlucky chanteuse at the local Venus City belly bar. However, Grant’s 
comedic presence has never been put to better employ. In particular, I enjoyed 
the scene on the beach of the Venerean Red Sea with the gigantic green capybara, 
made up to pass as one of the horrid mud creatures slithering straight out of the 
slimy ooze of the floor of the Venus jungle. Grant’s frantic sandal dance carrying 
Arthur close to the brink of extinction by stumbling with her close the craw of the 
large toothed rodent, left the bulk of the audience rolling in the aisles.

There were long moments of scientific exposition dripping from the lips of one 
Lao Kung, played by the sufficiently creepy character actor, Rance Crosley. 

    “Do you realize, Commander Forsythe, that my Aetheric-laced rocket fuel can 
bring instantaneous interplanetary travel to the entire Solar System? A quick skip 
to Titan Base. A journey to your rings of Uranus in a flash.”

    “Whats your hurry, Kung? I, for one, will miss my nap on the mattresses on 
Layover Station. And my personal physician will give me advice on the cause of 
those rings.”
    “Fool, don’t you understand that an Aetheric Ray will give me the power to conquer 
the Federated Planets. It is a temporal melding of the very nature of the cosmic 
plane which underlies all the matter in the universe. With the  intoflerometer, I am 
able to bend the will of all interplanetary citizens to the ways of Lao Kung.”
    “You are a madman!”
    “Perhaps, Commander, but I am a distinctly happy one.”
    Happiness isn’t everything, Kung, not by a long shot.” According to the 
cinematographer Lyle Lemon the cut to a long shot of the swamps of Venus just a 
synchronous accident.

But no villainous dump of information can compete with the animated appearance, 
mid-movie, of Ollie Ostrich out on loan from the Mencken Studios. The studio 
that brought the much-touted animated spectacle “The Marzipan Pig” to the big 
screen. Ollie, goofy smile and rolling eyes, comes, in full Tensioncolor, to the screen 
like a long lost friend. Albeit one in a spacesuit helmet that is revealed when he 
pops his head out of the hole in the jungle floor of the Planet of Love. Ollie spins 
and rushes through exotic scenery all the while demonstrating and explaining 
Albert Einstein’s Theory of Superliminal Subspace. I only wish the rest of the film 
had been as well written.

I give this interplanetary space opera three-and-one-half orange peels. Be sure 
view it when your timeshare plops it down on your lifeline. It will give you a giggle 
and cause you to ponder slightly more than your navel.



Book Review - Moribund
by Diane Turnshek 

Moribund, Circuit Fae Book One by Genevieve Iseult Eldredge Publisher: Monster 
House Books, LLC (September 12, 2017), 300 pages, ASIN: B01MR7K3TN 
website: https://www.girlyengine.com/
FaceBook: Genevieve Iseult Eldredge - Author
Twitter: @girlyengine
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/girlyengine/

 
THE CIRCUIT FAE .5. Derailed - The Moribund Prequel Novella (Spring 2018) 1. 
Moribund (Fall 2017) 2. Ouroboros (Fall 2018)
 

Fair Fae Syl Skye and Dark Fae Rouen Rivoche (whose stage 
name is Euphoria because she casts spells with her music) 
first notice each other innocently enough by bumping 
into each other outside a crowded ladies’ room. It isn’t until 
later meetings that they find themselves battling a nearly 
irresistible attractive force. With a mutual enemy trying to 
harm them, their families and the land itself, the two girls 
form an uneasy alliance. Can Fair Fae and Dark Fae work 
together? Can they be friends and more? 
I’ve been reading a lot of YA fantasy lately to be able to 
capably vote for SFWA’s Norton Award and to invite 
authors to speak at conferences, workshops and lecture 
series.
 

Moribund by Genevieve Iseult Eldredge ranks up with the best of them. It scores 
A+ in all my checklist categories: Unique, fast-paced, well-researched, contained 
authentic voices, made me laugh out loud, memorable, properly timed release of 
information, employed twisted plotlines (nothing obvious), gorgeous language 
for names and setting, logical and consistent throughout, ages of the characters 
felt realistic, solid high school drama hit home, caring description of costumes, 
wish fulfillment aspects satisfy without cheating, makes the reader think long 
after finishing the book, elegant packaging, belief that you could run into the 
characters on the street and you wouldn’t be too terribly surprised to find out that 
they really existed.
 
Take my advice. Procure and enjoy.

Book Review - Freefall
by Larry Ivkovich

Freefall by Joshua Ballin
Available Hardcover, 320 pages or eBook
Published September 26th 2017 by McElderry Books
ISBN 1481491652 
website: http://joshuadavidbellin.com/freefall/

On many levels, Freefall, by Joshua Bellin is much, much more than a Young Adult science 
fiction adventure. Extremely well written, provocative, and expertly imagined, this Older 
Adult reader was impressed.
 

Freefall, though taking place on a future Earth and beyond, resonates with a number of 
topical issues from today’s fractured society. The narrative explores immigration, racism, 
poverty, friendship, young love in sometimes powerful and moving passages.
As part of the Otherworld Colonization Protocol, seventeen-year-old Cameron Newell 
is included in a select group of people picked for emigration to a distant, uninhabited 
planet to restart civilization. The journey will take a thousand years, with Cam and the 
other passengers aboard the Upperworld starship Executor and those on the Lowerworld 
starship Freefall in deepsleep the entire time.

But when Cam awakes, at the correct future time, he and everyone else on both ships 
have landed on the wrong planet – a bleak, blasted, deadly world filled with hideous 
nocturnal predators – with the ships’ propulsion systems deactivated. What happened to 
cause this horrible mistake? That’s only one of the mysteries Cam sets out to investigate.
When Cam discovers the leader of the Lowerworld colonists, Sofie Patel, the young girl 
he loves against all societal mores, is in danger, he puts his own life on the line to save 
her. Sofie is a terrific, inspiring character, putting me in mind of real-life hero Malala 
Yousafzai.

More than one shocking twist awaits the reader in the story. All I can say here is – reader 
beware! These are well done.

My only complaints (which are minor) are, though some very inventive phrases have 
been created for this future world – Corponation, nanoroids, TransSpeak, terrarist – 
there’s no new slang the young people use. In fact, “dude” and “dorky” are still around in 
the year 2150, which is fine, but I would have liked to see something more unique to the 
time.

Also, a couple coincidences slow the narrative a little. Some essential characters 
mentioned throughout the book do eventually take on visible and important roles, but 
seem to be inserted too late in the story to be completely convincing.
Nevertheless, Bellin takes on many important topics in Freefall, reflecting on our own 
divided world, making Freefall shine in the process. Thought-provoking, exciting, and 
recommended.

https://www.girlyengine.com/ 
https://www.pinterest.com/girlyengine/


SF and Rock 
by Larry Ivkovich

The Alan Parsons Project:
Tales of Mystery and Imagination – Edgar Allan Poe

I Robot
 

In 1976, British progressive-rock group 
The Alan Parsons Project released its 
first album titled “Tales of Mystery and 
Imagination - Edgar Allan Poe.” Alan 
Parsons is a musician, songwriter, audio 
engineer, and record producer. He was 
involved in the production of several well-
known record albums, including “Abbey 
Road,” “Let it Be,” and “The Dark Side of 
the Moon,” before deciding to do his own 
musical thing. 
He teamed up with producer and 
songwriter Eric Woolfson to form the Alan 
Parsons Project, a studio band, which 
consisted mainly of a revolving group of 
musicians and vocalists, including Arthur 
Brown of the The Crazy World of Arthur 

Brown, Terry Sylvester and Allan Clarke of the Hollies, Lenny Zakatek, actor Leonard 
Whiting, and many others. Producer/arranger Andrew Powell (Kate Bush, Leo Sayer, 
The Hollies, Donovan, among others) was also a longtime member of the group.
Combining Poe’s works with rock/pop music, vocals, and cutting-edge recording 
technology of the time, Parsons and Woolfson fashioned a unique tribute to the author. 
Songs included are “The Raven” (the first rock song to feature a digital vocoder),“The 
Tell-Tale Heart,” “The System of Dr. Tarr and Professor Fether,” and “The Cask of 
Amontillado.” A 1987 remix of the LP features Orson Welles narrating some short 
passages.

“The Fall of the House of Usher” takes up almost 
the entire second side of the original LP as an 
instrumental suite, featuring a full orchestra 
besides guitars, drums, and keyboards.

1977’s “I Robot,” the APP’s second LP, was 
originally intended to be based on Isaac 
Asimov’s robot stories and novels, with Asimov 
himself approving of the concept. But, because 
the rights to the works had already been granted 
to a film company, Parsons and Woolfson had 
to take the comma after the I in the title (as 
opposed to “I, Robot”) and write the album 
concept as a more generic idea of robots in 

society, to avoid any legal problems.

The first track, instrumental “I Robot,” sets the stage for the rest of the LP, invoking a 
machine-like dream image of robots on the march. The final track, “Genesis Ch. 1 V. 32,” 
another instrumental, implies a continuation of the biblical story of creation, with robots 
as the next step in evolution.
Here are links to some of the aforementioned songs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7oAuba3Ekg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAE1XTvKLXA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5NN8fK1tXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCFqLPwEDU4 

Squirrel Hill Branch of the Carnegie Library
Room B - Next to the Rear Entrance

1:30 - 4:30 PM
Come in and introduce yourself

The room is open at noon.

Saturday, October  14, 2017
Parsec Meeting Schedule

Science Fiction and Comics
An Introductory Exploration



Orphan Black
by Larry Ivkovich

One of my favorite television shows recently ended its 5-season run on BBC 
America and Space. Canadian series Orphan Black was pretty much like nothing 
else I’ve ever seen on TV. But, in my opinion, this series had a lot going for it.
Foremost being the performance(s) of lead actress, Tatiana Maslany, who, through 
the course of the series, played about 10 different roles. 5 of those roles were main 
characters, often appearing together in a single scene. Yes, special effects allowed 
that, but Maslany imbued each of these very unique people with different looks, 
accents, mannerisms, and personalities. After receiving some Canadian awards for 
her work on the show, she finally won an American Emmy for best actress in a 
television series in 2016.

By this time, I don’t think I’d be spoiling or 
revealing anything by describing the show 
as a science fiction/mystery/conspiracy and 
action thriller/family drama. Among other 
things. Maslany played individual members 
of a group of secretly created human clones 
– punker con artist Sarah Manning, scientist 
Cosima Neihous, housewife Alison Hendrix, 
fan favorite (at least to this fan) psycho killer 
Helena, and evil, rich, power-hungry Rachel 
Duncan.
Other great characters are played by Maria 
Kennedy Doyle (The Tudors) as Sarah’s 
adoptive mother Siobhan or “S,” Kevin Hanchard (The Expanse) as detective Art Bell, 
Jordan Gavaris as Sarah’s adoptive brother Felix Dawkins (a scene stealer!), Evelyn 
Brochou as Cosima’s lover and fellow scientist Delphine Cormier, and Skyler Wexler 
as Sarah’s daughter Kira. Many familiar genre faces appear in the cast, including 
Matt Frewer, Michelle Green, and Steven McHattie as the final season’s ultimate 
villain/mastermind. 

The storyline starts with Sarah returning home after a year away. She’s left Kira 
in the loving hands of S and Felix, and drops off the grid with her now ex-drug-
dealer boyfriend. She witnesses the suicide of a woman who looks exactly like her 
and, being the opportunist she is, assumes the dead woman’s identity. 
That leads to a series of events and complications, among which is the discovery 
of the “Clone Club,” a group which Ukranian Helena dubs her “sestras.” The group 
has been organized by the woman whose suicide Sarah witnessed, Beth. The 

mysterious reason for Beth’s death becomes one of the driving forces behind the 
action.

Once Sarah becomes part of the Clone Club, she realizes the bad guys now know of 
her existence. They begin to hunt for her and Kira because the little girl is “special.” 
You see, the clones were created to be sterile but Sarah is able to conceive. And, it 
turns out, Kira is a different type of human being altogether. Special indeed.
Initially, Helena is a bad guy. She’s been brainwashed to hate the clone copies 
by the Proletheans, a secret group of baddies, and is trained as an assassin to 
hunt the copies down and kill them. Other villains are the Dyad Institute and 
the Neolutionists - all clandestine organizations trying to get their hands on the 
clones’ DNA or offspring to further their own misguided agendas. 
Twists, turns, and shocking revelations abound. In one episode, Maslany plays 
Sarah’s transgender clone, Tom! Season 3 features a group of males clones, all 
played to great effect by actor Ari Millen.

But, more importantly, the show celebrated diversity, female empowerment, and 
the strength of family. It also was one of the first television series to seek out and 
encourage fans through social media. Though the ratings weren’t always stellar, 
the show survived, in part, with the support of its fan base, known as, what else? 
The Clone Club.

If you haven’t seen the show, just watch the opening scene of the first episode in 
the first season. 
Trust me, you’ll be hooked. 

Parsec Halloween Party
Saturday, October 28, 2017, at 7 pm

2966 Voelkel Ave, 15213, in Dormont

It is time to put on your costumes (if you want) and come and scare the library 
books! The Parsec Halloween Party will be at Greg’s place in Dormont, and have 
the usual pot-luck options. (Yes, that means “Please bring a dish or snack or drink.”) 
The party starts at 7 PM, costumes are encouraged but not required. I hope to see 
you there! -- Greg
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